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The network

S eed network

Protein-protein
Protein-DNA
Phosphorylatio
n
Activation
Repress ion
Covalent bond
Methylation

Types of interactions

Network: a graph representation of experimental phenomena
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What is Cytoscape?

● Cytoscape is an open-source community software project for integrating biomolecular 
interaction networks with high-throughput expression data and other molecular states 
into a unified conceptual framework. 

● Although applicable to any system of molecular components and interactions, Cytoscape 
is most powerful when used in conjunction with large databases of protein-protein, 
protein-DNA, and genetic interactions that are increasingly available for humans
and model organisms. 

● A software “Core” provides basic functionality to layout and query the network; to visually 
integrate the network with expression profiles, phenotypes, and other molecular states; 
and to link the network to databases of functional annotations. 

● The Core is extensible through a straightforward plug-in architecture, allowing rapid 
development of additional computational analyses and features. 

● The central organizing metaphor of Cytoscape is a network graph, with genes, proteins, 
and molecules represented as nodes and interactions represented as links, i.e. edges, 
between nodes.
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Plugins
A plugin is an external program sharing a common workspace with a core program.

Network Inference plugin

Layout plugin

Cytoscape

Data analysis plugin

I/O plugin

Communication plugin
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Cytoscape Quick Tour
- Base features -
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Cytoscape quick tour: main window
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Cytoscape quick tour: main window Network window
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Cytoscape quick tour: main window Network window

Control panel
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Cytoscape quick tour: main window Network window

Control panel

OverView
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Cytoscape quick tour: main window Network window

Control panel

Data panel
OverView
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Cytoscape quick tour: data panel

● Node name

● Alias

● Database names

● Sequence data

● Attributes
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Cytoscape quick tour: network views
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Cytoscape quick tour: network views

Network
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Cytoscape quick tour: network views

Network
Views
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Cytoscape quick tour: network views

Network
Views

Clusters
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Cytoscape quick tour: file and URL import

● File import (from heterogeneous sources)

● URL import (from several labs)
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Cytoscape quick tour: network import

● Simple interaction file (SIF or .sif format)
● Graph Markup Language (GML or .gml format) 
● XGMML (extensible graph markup and modelling language).
● BioPAX (Biological PAthways eXchange)  
●SBML
● PSI-MI Level 1 and 2.5 
● Delimited text
● Excel Workbook (.xls) 
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Cytoscape quick tour: network import
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Cytoscape quick tour: attributes import

 Attributes from file
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Cytoscape Quick Tour
- Layouts -
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Cytoscape quick tour: network layouts

Circular layout
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Cytoscape quick tour: network layouts

Hierarchical layout
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Cytoscape quick tour: network layouts

Organic layout
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Cytoscape Quick Tour
- Visual Mapper -
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Cytoscape quick tour: Visual styles

Visual Mapper
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Cytoscape quick tour: Visual styles

Default Edges

Node shapes Nodes size and opacity
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Cytoscape quick tour: Filters
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- Plugins -
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Cytoscape Plugins
●Analysis: Used for analyzing existing networks

Mcode, Metabolica, CentiScaPe (under submission)

●Network and Attribute I/O: Used for importing networks and attributes in different file 
formats 

BiNoM,NCBIClient

● Network Inference: Used for inferring new networks 
AgilentLiteratureSearch

● Functional Enrichment: Used for functional enrichment of networks
BinGO

● Communication/Scripting: Used for communicating with or scripting Cytoscape
CyGoose
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Data analysis: a small network
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- Analysis Plugins -
Metabolica
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Metabolica plugin: network motifs introduction

● Feed forward loops

● Feed backward loops

● Single Input Modules
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Metabolica Plugin
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Metabolica Plugin

?
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Metabolica Plugin
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Metabolica Plugin
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- Analysis Plugins -
CentiScaPe
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CentiScaPe plugin: centralities
● CentiScaPe can find centralities for a specified network. A centrality is a topological property 
for each node of a graph. 
Computed centralities are:

    - Average Distance: biologically, a big protein network with low average distance may 
suggest that the proteins within the network have the tendency to generate functional complexes 
and/or modules 

- Diameter: biologically, gives a measure of the easiness of the proteins to communicate 
and/or influence their reciprocal function

- Degree: Biologically, gives immediate evaluation of the regulatory relevance of the node

- Stress:  measures the number of shortest paths passing through a node.A “stressed” node is 
a node traversed by a high number of shortest paths .

C strv=∑ s≠v∈V∑ t≠v∈V st

In biological terms, the stress of a node in a biological network can indicate the relevance of a 
protein as functionally capable of holding together communicating nodes.
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CentiScaPe plugin: centralities

    - Betweenness: It is similar to the stress. It is calculated considering couples of nodes (v1, 
v2) and counting the number of shortest paths linking v1 and v2 and passing through a node n. 
Then, the value is related to the total number of shortest paths linking v1 and v2.

biologically,can indicate the relevance of a protein as functionally capable of holding together 
communicating proteins.

    - Radiality: if the radiality is high this means that, with respect to the diameter, the node is 
generally closer to the other nodes, whereas, if the radiality is low, this means that the node is 
peripheral.

Biologically can be interpreted as the “probability” of a protein to be functionally relevant for 
several other proteins, but with the possibility to be irrelevant for few other proteins.

C spbv=∑s≠ v∈V∑ t≠ v∈V
stv  stv= st v

st

C rad v=
∑w∈V

G1−dist v , w

n−1
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CentiScaPe plugin: centralities

       - Closeness: high values of closeness should indicate that all other nodes are in proximity to 
node v. In contrast, low values of closeness should indicate that all other nodes are distant from 
node v.

Biologically, the closeness of a node indicate the “probability” of a node to be part of a cluster.

   - Centroid Value: The centroid value suggests that a specific node has a central position 
within a graph region characterized by a high density of interacting nodes.

where f (v, w): = γ
v
 (w) − γ

w
 (v), and γ

v
 (w) is the number of vertex closer to v than to w.

Biologically,centroid can be interpreted as the “probability” of a protein to be functionally capable 
of organizing discrete protein clusters or modules.

    

C clov =
1

∑w∈V
dist v ,w 

C cen v =min { f v , w:w∈V / {v }}
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CentiScaPe plugin: centralities
    - Eccentricity: if the eccentricity of the node v is high, this means that all other nodes are 

in proximity. In contrast, if the eccentricity is low, this means that there is at least one node (and all 
its neighbors) that is far form node v.

Biologically, can be interpreted as the easiness of a protein to be functionally reached by all other 
proteins in the network

( ) ( ){ }Vw:wv,distmax
=vCecc ∈

1
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CentiScaPe plugin 
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Conclusions
    

● Cytoscape is a “must have” tool for biological and biotechnology research

● Homogeneous platform

● Open source (nearly free)

● Hardly updated and many contributions

http://www.cytoscape.org
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THANK
YOU!


